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Our Business Winning practice here at 
Harmonic continues to grow

We work with market leaders in Defence, 
Rail, Energy, Utilities and Outsourcing

Harmonic is recruiting permanent and freelance Business 
Winning consultants and practitioners. If you have Business 

Winning experience in capture, bid or proposal management and 
are looking for a vibrant, varied and innovative environment, we 

want to talk to you.

Feel free to contact us as below, or better still approach the team 
during the conference. We will be in meeting room four on the 

first floor.

Tel: 01460 256500 
Email: enquiries@harmonicltd.co.uk 
www.harmonicltd.co.uk
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‘Capture Strategy - the Moves to Win’
I am delighted and warmly welcome you to the  
UK Chapter ’s 11th Conference. 

Each year we hold our conference 
in a different part of the country to 
show support for our colleagues 
wherever they may live and work. 
This year we are in the beautiful 
West Country in the heart of the 
Cotswolds. 

Our conference theme recognises 
that to be successful you need to 
be fully prepared before the main 
work begins. Our keynote speakers, 
Sir Clive Woodward from the British 
Olympic Association and Caspar Berry 
- poker expert, will be telling you how 
important planning and strategy is 
in their lives. They will bring personal 
experiences of strategy, risk taking 
and decision making, to make us 
understand how important the 
planning phase is. 

We are also fortunate to welcome 
Beth Wingate, the CEO of APMP 
International. Beth is keen to network 
whilst she is here so please make a 
point of saying “Hi”.

A profession is judged by the quality 
and qualifications of its people. Our 
qualification programme therefore, 
is a central part of our focus. We 
have again brought you training 
workshops to help you gain these 

qualifications. We increasingly 
see that companies are favouring 
those who can demonstrate their 
knowledge and skills through formal 
qualifications. If you have still to join 
the professional family meet with our 
Education and Qualifications Director 
Richard Bannon at the APMP stand. 
For those of you who qualified this 
week, well done!

I would like to express my thanks to 
our conference directors, Ken Erskine 
and Steve Webster, who, with their 
dedicated team, have again brought 
together another fantastic event. 
This conference will provide you with 
a professional learning experience 
to enhance your success in business 
winning. Do take the opportunity 
to network with your fellow Bid and 
Proposal Management Professionals. 
Learn from them and share. 

Together we grow.

Ken Newland

APMPUK CEO
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I decided to have a year of consolidation, and 
for that reason have kept the board structure 
similar to previous years. This approach has 
paid off, and I am delighted to report on the 
following achievements in the past year:

Membership tops 1000!
The UK Chapter has grown at an 
unprecedented rate over the past two years 
and we now have over 1000 members! We 
are officially the largest chapter in the world. 
My sincere thanks to all members who have 
worked so hard in many areas to allow this  
to happen.

Expansion of Regional Events
One of the successes I believe in the 
membership growth, has been the focus 
the board has put into supporting regional 
events. As well as our regular meetings in 
London and the Thames Valley, we now have 
regular events in the Midlands, the North 
(Manchester/York), Newcastle and Scotland. 
Our aim is that every member has the 
opportunity to engage, learn and network 
wherever they live or work. Again, my sincere 
thanks to the members in the regions who 
work tirelessly to make this happen. 

Flexible Corporate Membership
Working with the APMP, we have proposed, 
and had approval for a more flexible 
corporate package that we think will be 
attractive to many companies, especially to 
SME organisations.

International  
Recognition
This year the UK Chapter was awarded three 
awards at the Conference in Atlanta. These 
were for Best Chapter, Biggest Growth in 
Membership and a well deserved Chapter 
Chair award for Nic Adams.

New Branding
The hard work on rebranding the UK Chapter 
throughout 2012 finally reached fruition early 
in the year and gave us a fresh, strong brand 
to promote the Chapter. We now have a 
brand that is immediately recognisable and 
will stand us in good stead for the future.

I am delighted to hand the role of CEO to 
Ken Erskine for 2014. Ken was CEO in 2010, 
has been our Conference Chair for two years, 
and is the right person to steer us through 
the next exciting round of growth as the 
premier organisation for Bid and Proposal 
Management Professionals.

Finally, I again offer my thanks to everyone 
who has supported me over the past year 
and who have helped to ensure that our 
association runs smoothly and continues to 
grow and provide the support and services 
that you, the membership, deserve.

Thank - you
Ken Newland

Dear Member, as my year draws to a close, I 
would like to take this opportunity to report 
on the progress of the UK Chapter of the APMP, 
and to thank the board members and other 
active supporters that have enabled us to be the 
organisation we are today.

C E O  R E v i E W  2 0 1 3
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For more information about our range of services, visit hobsrepro.com

Our professional, national team and our continued 
investment in cutting edge print and production 
technology are guaranteed to add that extra 
dimension to your submissions and business 
presentations. By providing everything from 

bespoke 3D model production and prototyping,  
to augmented reality, to bound proposal documents 
and presentations, we can offer complete design 
and production to support your business.

If Hobs made suits…
…we’d be on Saville Row!

Hobs Team Tender offers bespoke, tailored presentation
solutions to the proposal and submission industry. 

HobsRepro
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Would you trust poker-faced hard men to 
negotiate customer relationships that you 
might have to live with for decades? Or 
would you rather rely on proven behavioural 
skills that make all sides happy? 
What began as academic research in the 1970s has 
now helped thousands of negotiators – buy-side 
and sell-side – win better, more sustainable deals 
than they would ever have dreamed of. One client 
was able to negotiate $8 million over two years off a 
supplier’s day rate and year-on-year savings of $26 
million per year. 

We don’t just show our clients what good preparation 
and planning look like; we have the world’s leading 
model for the verbal behaviours that produce 
winning outcomes when negotiators get face-to-face.  

With four decades of tangible results, why 
wouldn’t you want to work with us? Talk to us to 
find out more.

It’s proven. 
It’s behavioural. 
And above all, 
everybody wins.

Visit the website Follow us on Twitter Connect on LinkedIn

Change behaviour. Change results.TM

web: www.huthwaite.co.uk
email: info@huthwaite.co.uk
tel: +44(0)1709 710081
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After retiring as a player, Sir Clive began his remarkable coaching career as the first 
ever full-time professional head coach of the England rugby union team. Sir Clive 
immediately abandoned traditional practice by introducing business principles 
to the role – combining the setting of long term goals for the team with personal 
development programmes tailored to the needs of the individual. By combining 
modern business and sporting techniques, he revolutionised the way the game 
was coached and played. This led to the transformation of the national side and the 
ultimate glory of winning the Rugby World Cup in Sydney 2003.

Sir Clive’s outstanding accomplishments lie in his ability to communicate and instil 
challenging ideas and apply proven methods  that transform teams into more than 
their constituent parts.

Headlining this year ’s keynote speaker line up is Sir 
Clive Woodward, the Director of Elite Performance 
at the British Olympic Association.  With a track 
record of successful sporting and business 
achievements, Sir Clive Woodward will give 
conference participants a compelling insight into 
what it takes to succeed at the highest levels of 
business and professional sport.

k E yn Ot E  s P E a k E R  -  S I R  C L I V E  W O O D WA R D

Would you trust poker-faced hard men to 
negotiate customer relationships that you 
might have to live with for decades? Or 
would you rather rely on proven behavioural 
skills that make all sides happy? 
What began as academic research in the 1970s has 
now helped thousands of negotiators – buy-side 
and sell-side – win better, more sustainable deals 
than they would ever have dreamed of. One client 
was able to negotiate $8 million over two years off a 
supplier’s day rate and year-on-year savings of $26 
million per year. 

We don’t just show our clients what good preparation 
and planning look like; we have the world’s leading 
model for the verbal behaviours that produce 
winning outcomes when negotiators get face-to-face.  

With four decades of tangible results, why 
wouldn’t you want to work with us? Talk to us to 
find out more.

It’s proven. 
It’s behavioural. 
And above all, 
everybody wins.

Visit the website Follow us on Twitter Connect on LinkedIn

Change behaviour. Change results.TM

web: www.huthwaite.co.uk
email: info@huthwaite.co.uk
tel: +44(0)1709 710081

Success at poker depends on a precise understanding of both risk and 
psychology – and an ability to put the winning strategy into effect 
when under severe pressure. Such skills could hardly be more relevant 
to bid teams operating in today’s business environment.

Perfectly supporting this year’s theme of  ‘Capture Strategy - the Moves to Win’,   
Caspar‘s presentation will provide conference participants with practical insights to assist 
bid decision-making. He will address the cause of risk aversion among humans and answer 
the question: why we are reluctant to embrace short term failures for long term gain? He 
will enable participants to turn their own natural risk aversion into a motivational tool to 
achieve better long term results. Using poker as a backdrop, this will be a fun and highly 
engaging presentation that will appeal to all.

The APMP UK is delighted to welcome Caspar Berry 
as a keynote speaker to this year ’s conference. 
An expert poker player, Caspar brings his 
understanding and experience of what it takes to 
win at the gaming table to the world of business.

k E yn Ot E  s P E a k E R  -  C A S PA R  B E R R Y
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The APMP UK Chapter ’s 11th Annual Conference 
promises to be the biggest and best yet! Your 
conference organizers have packed the agenda 
of this year ’s conference, “Capture Strategy – The 
Moves to Win”, with new and thought-provoking 
topics, showcasing an impressive team of speakers 
ready to share industry best practices, exciting 
information, and new developments shaping the 
future of our profession. 

During my APMP International briefing 
on Day 1 of the conference, I’m looking 
forward to sharing how APMP is serving 
our members across the UK, Europe, and 
the world and discussing our new APMP 
Communities, certification efforts, and plans 
for 2014 and the future.

Along with more than 25 interactive 
workshops and seminars over the next 
two days, we have plenty of networking 
opportunities–including the legendary 
APMP UK Black Tie Awards Dinner–
allowing time to connect with colleagues, 
commiserate about common challenges, 
gain new perspectives, and celebrate the 
camaraderie within our APMP community. 
 
Be sure to introduce yourself to everyone 
around you, attend all the sessions you 
can, ask questions, and contribute to 
conversations in sessions and networking 
events. At every APMP regional and 
international conference, I look forward to 
meeting new colleagues and experiencing 
many “ah ha” moments. Take lots of notes so 
you can share your “ah ha’s” with your team 
back at the office–and be sure to check out 
any publications suggested by the speakers. 
(I leave every conference with a collection of 

new books downloaded to my iPad!) 
Take time to visit with those exhibiting 
at this year’s conference. There’s a great 
lineup of companies with products and 
services ready to help make life easier–or at 
least smoother–for you and your team. As 
AppMaven, I have a number of them on my 
list to visit while I’m here.

I want to extend a special thank you 
to the APMP UK conference organizers 
and volunteers for putting together 
this wonderful event. Be sure to thank 
them when you see them–and consider 
volunteering to help at next year’s APMP UK 
Conference and at your local chapter events!  

Congratulations to the APMP UK chapter, 
current and past chapter chairs and all of 
your many volunteers for the tremendous 
work you’ve done in positioning APMP UK as 
the largest APMP chapter in the world!

Here’s to a great conference experience!

Beth Wingate, APMP Fellow

APMP Chief Executive Officer
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Apps | Film | Digital | Campaigns

The bid proposal landscape
Apps are re-imagining the entire bid 
proposal landscape by integrating 
compelling messaging with data, 
graphics, video, analytics, rich media, 
personalised content and social 
media into a seamless, interactive 
engagement experience.

Business app development expertise
Landscape provide app development 
services for mobile devices, including;
> User interface design
> Brand integration
> App and functionality development
> Analysis and insight
> Release and track
> Maintenance
> Video, animation and interviews

When else would I use an app?
After helping to win the business, apps can 
go on to play a dynamic role in improving 
customer service by managing client or 
project-specifi c information such as billing 
status, team management, real-time 
project progress and much more.

#doc2app

Apps win business

To see examples of our work or 
discuss how they can help you 
please call Johnathon Ryder 
or John Griffi  th on 020 7692 7001.

yourlandscape.co.uk
@yourlandscape
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While speaking at the APMP UK conference in 2012, 
I was asked how APMP could better position the 
association as a truly global organization.  We said 
then and emphatically echo now that we need to look 
no further than Europe for APMP’s growth potential. 

Two years ago, APMP International had 
approximately 3,100 members globally, with 
slightly less than 700 coming from the APMP UK 
chapter.  Today we have 5,238 members globally 
with 1,000 coming from the APMP UK chapter. 

In just two years, APMP UK has become APMP’s 
largest chapter.  This year alone, APMP UK has 
added 234 new members, 153 new members 
more than the next closest chapter, which also 
happens to be in Europe (APMP’s DACH chapter). 

At this year’s Bid & Proposal Con 2013 in Atlanta, 
Georgia, US, The APMP UK chapter walked away 
with three well deserved awards that included 
Chapter Chair of the year (Nic Adams), Chapter 
of the Year, and Chapter with the Largest 
Membership Growth in 2012.  

When we congratulated your current chair Ken 
Newland after the Bid & Proposal Con Awards 
Ceremony, he said that he felt as if APMP had 
truly become an international association in 
every sense of the word that evening.   We could 
not agree more. 

The APMP successes that are being realized 
every day in Europe and specifically the United 
Kingdom are good for the entire organization as 
well as the local chapter. 

In a seamless transition from Nic Adams to Ken 
Newland, APMP UK continues to impress and 
perform.  The exceptional membership growth 
in over these past two years is shared by Victoria 
Christmas, former Membership Chair and Martin 
Kaye, current Membership Chair. 

For those new to our 
association, APMP is the 
worldwide authority for 
professionals dedicated 
to the process of winning business through 
proposals, bids, tenders, and presentations. 
APMP promotes the professional growth of its 
members by advancing the arts, sciences, and 
technologies of winning business.

While APMP continues to provide its best 
practices throughout the world for bid, proposal, 
capture, business development and graphics 
professionals, we will consistently look toward 
Europe to help lead the effort. 

Thank you to all the past APMP UK Chairs who 
have positioned this chapter through the years 
as one of the industry’s leaders and an innovative 
hub for new ideas and thought leadership. 

On behalf of the Board of Directors of APMP, 
we congratulate the APMP UK chapter for its 
motivation, innovation and most of all, for 
putting APMP members first.  

Well done, all.

Rick Harris
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Our mission is to advance the arts, sciences, and 
technology of new business acquisition and to 
promote the professionalism of those engaged in 
those pursuits.

Through association and education, we 
provide our members with access to:
•	 monthly	and	annual	events
•	 innovative	tools	and	techniques
•	 methods	and	processes
•	 thought	leaders	and	specialist	expertise.

Who can benefit from an association  
with APMP?
•	 Business	managers	who	are	leading	proposal	

quality initiatives in their organisation
•	 Proposal	managers	looking	for	the	latest	

tools, tips, techniques, and other career 
enhancements

•	 Business	development	and	marketing	
professionals who prepare proposals to win 
new contracts

•	 Corporations	and	agencies	who	are	
responsible for the development, production 
and evaluation of proposals

•	 Anyone	who	wants	access	to	the	best	state-
of-the-art proposal knowledge available in 
the world and to meet the individuals who 
are developing it.

APMP allows you to get a head start on 
your competition by learning the latest 
trends and issues in the world of proposal 
development and building skills that can lead 
your organisation to conquer new frontiers in 
proposal development.

APMP is a learning environment for both 
novice and seasoned proposal professionals 

run on a local chapter basis throughout the 
world. The worldwide conference is held each 
year in the USA, and various local chapters hold 
their own conferences.

Professional certification
APMP members enjoy valuable opportunities 
for professional performance growth. We 
provide the only certification programme for 
proposal management professionals. The APMP 
certification distinguishes members as certified 
proposal professionals when applying for more 
responsible positions, or when looking for 
proposal and business development growth 
opportunities.

Members
Our membership is growing rapidly into an 
internationally recognised association with 
membership and corporate sponsors from a 
diverse range of disciplines and industries.

How to join
Membership of APMP is $125.00 (USD) per year, 
renewable on the anniversary date of joining 
the Association via
www.apmp.org.

ab o u t  t h e  a PM P

Today, individuals and businesses need a competitive edge to 
survive, grow and remain profitable. The Association of Bid and 
Proposal Management Professionals (APMP) provides opportunities 
through membership to gain valuable knowledge about business 
development and industry best practices to help you and your 
enterprise achieve high growth goals.

YOUR ASSOCIATION NEEDS YOU! 
The APMP UK is run by a small group of willing volunteers, 
and as the organisation grows, we need more help to cope 
with supporting the membership.
 
If you could find some time to help, be it sending out emails, 
helping to arrange events, starting your own regional events, 
then please visit our stand or speak to a committee member

11
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William Ramsey, of PC strategies
William joined PCS as a graduate in May 2012 and 
has since displayed a natural ability to align client 
requirements, win themes and logistical challenges 
in compelling proposals. This has been evident in 
successful bids for major infrastructure projects, 
where he created concise documents which 
showcased the contractor’s strategy and experience.

tom Wicks, of Harmonic Ltd
Tom Wicks is a graduate, who joined the Business 
Winning team at Harmonic in March, 2012. During 
his short business winning career, Tom has been the 
focus for the generation of new tools and techniques 
to help customers win more and better business.

siemens
Martin Lee and Melanie Conboy successfully 
delivered the winning proposal for the provision 
of Operational Control and Communications 
Systems for Crossrail’s 21 kilometre long tunnels. This 
multi-million pound order is the largest ever win 
for Siemens’ Control and Information division. The 
Crossrail proposal team consisted of approximately 
thirty people. Within the last twelve months the 
bidding department has vastly improved its tools 
and knowledge base by actively implementing the 
APMP principles and as a result the division has 
doubled its order intake. 

sisk and Co. 
The Sisk Proposals team have recently demonstrated 
excellence through the creation of a successful 
£55m tender for the regeneration of the socially 
deprived Maiden Lane housing estate in Camden. 
Sisk wanted to highlight strengths in a way that was 
innovative and stood out against the competition. 
They developed an animated 4-D model to visually 
depict and demonstrate the proposed logistical 
solutions for the scheme, together with highlighting 
the benefits and added value inherent within the 
offer. The animation was submitted as a standalone 
video with the tender submission, and worked as an 
effective tool in the severely time restricted tender 
interview.  

Every year the APMP-UK recognises those organisations, teams 
and individuals that have excelled over the last twelve months. 
This year we are awarding five prizes to people and organisations 
that are setting high standards within our professional community. 
As the prestige of these awards, judged by peers, becomes more 
widely recognised the standard of entry continues to rise. The level 
of entries this year has again been impressive, with the difference 
between the winner and the runners up getting closer and closer. 

aWa R D s
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The Winners have been selected, and their names are now hidden in the golden envelopes, ready to 
be revealed at the Black Tie Awards Dinner on the 23rd. Will it be you coming up to get an award this 
year? Make a note now to put in for an Award in 2014.

Best newcomer award (individual)
sponsored by Hobs Reprographics

Bid Excellence (individual or team) 
sponsored by shipley 
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nG Bailey
NG Bailey has launched what is believed to be the 
world’s first ever bid and proposals Apprenticeship. 
This ground-breaking three apprenticeship will help 
to encourage young people into the profession. 
In July the first four students were enrolled onto 
the programme. Assigned to a bid or proposals 
professional they will “learn their trade” by 
developing key skills from learning how to edit a 
knowledge base to supporting live deals.

siemens Enterprise Communications Ltd
Siemens Enterprise Communications’ Bid have 
internally developed wiki-based solution to support 
their knowledge management. This new solution 
was designed, developed and installed for less 

than half the cost of the annual licence fee of the 
outgoing knowledge management system. Being 
web-based, it is accessible to everyone in the 
organisation. 

Weightmans
Weightmans have developed new techniques and 
technologies to produce compelling info-graphics. 
Through workshops, assessments and reviews, both 
internally and externally, the ‘Look and Feel’ project 
exposed principles and themes which resulted in 
proposals or presentations having most positive 
impact on evaluators. Throughout capture stages 
and proposal development it was important to 
harness ideas from the imagination of all involved. 

arqiva
Arqiva embarked on a journey to ‘advance the arts, 
sciences and technologies of winning business’. 
This was achieved through developing the people 
involved in the whole business winning lifecycle. 
Development elements included customer 
procurement methods, competitive analysis, strategy 
development, bid team working, storyboarding 
and submission drafting.  The Mobile Infrastructure 
Project achieved a successful outcome and the 
WiFi cohort has been awarded 5 concessions from 
London Boroughs. 

Barclays Bank
Following the success of the Barclays Corporate 
Proposal Management Team, it was expanded during 
2012, to cover all industry sectors and geographies 
and provide full project management support for 

complex multi-county proposals. A training plan 
was established based on Product Knowledge; 
Commercial Awareness; Brand Guidelines; and APMP 
certification, to drive the direction of the team and 
improve proposal management. A Best Practice 
Forum was set up to make sure ideas are expanded 
and used in day-to-day business. 

nG Bailey
Over the last 12 months, NG Bailey has trained 100 
key business winning stakeholders. This has lead to 
a 12% increase in turnover and a 10% order book 
increase in a declining market. Internal reviews show 
that 87% of people recognise an improvement in bid 
quality over the past 12 months. A bid and proposals 
apprenticeship programme has been launched with 
the first 4 apprentices joining in July 2013.

Chris Burnett, of John Sisk & Son 
Hayley Delieu, of John Sisk & Son
Ruth Taylor, of John Sisk & Son

innovation award (individual, organisation or proposal centre)
sponsored by Ricoh

Writing award (individual)
sponsored by Qvidian

People Development award (organisation) 
sponsored by Bid solutions
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www.thebionicgroup.com

In 2002 The Bionic Group branched out to promote new multimedia 
solutions to the Construction Industry, Commerce and the Public sectors.

The Bionic Group offers its clients a wide range of new media services to 
help them communicate complex technical situations in a non technical 
way, using an interactive graphical representation. This has proved to be 
a resounding success, and has meant our involvement on major projects 
in the UK & Europe, Middle East, Hong Kong and Australia.

The Bionic Group has also provided support to more than 250 bid 
submissions over the past ten years. This has included the provision 
of various interactive graphic presentations & animation, as well as 
executive summary & tender bid documents on a wide range of devices. 
All, without exception, have been delivered within very tight deadlines. 
This means, we must not only resource and respond, but also integrate 
quickly and efficiently, into the client bid team to meet those tight 
deadlines. We also have a series of dedicated tablet based Apps to help 
clients win their bids.

Website link http://www.TheBionicGroup.com
Email Andrew@TheBionicGroup.com

BrightCarbon is a sales presentation agency. We create sales presentations, we run 
training for sales presenters, and we develop online video presentations to use as 
follow-up.

We create persuasive pitch presentations, and coach bid teams to deliver 
them effectively - making things easier for you, and increasing your chances of 
success. Our BrightPitch service incorporates a strategic messaging workshop to help 
you develop win themes and key sales messages; a slide content workshop to decide 
exactly what material you should present; visualisation and slide creation; question 
anticipation and preparation; extensive presenter coaching; and on-demand pitch 
follow-up. Different levels of BrightPitch service are available for different situations.

BrightCarbon’s approach to sales presentations is highly visual – we don’t use bullet-
points. We create compelling slides with animations, pictures, charts, and graphs that 
ensure attention levels remain high.

Our approach to presenter coaching is highly practical. We focus on ensuring 
presenters deliver persuasive messages, with the right pacing, phrasing, and with 
strong benefit statements. Things like breathing, posture, and projection  
are secondary.

As well as more formal presentations, BrightCarbon also creates  
visual sales conversations, to run from iPad, in virtual meetings,  
and from laptops.

www.brightcarbon.com
+44 161 883 0225

Hobs provides a full range of reprographics and technology services 
to companies in the UK, the US, and Europe.  Hobs’ TeamTender bid 
services turn client presentations into winning proposals, while wider 
print services include digital print, exhibition and display materials, laser 
scanning and document control.

Hobs serves a variety of clients, from independent businesses to large 
corporations across multiple industry sectors such as AEC, energy, 
product design, IT, telecoms, facilities management, infrastructure and 
medical industries, across both the private and public sector.

Hobs provides fast and efficient services and has remained at the 
forefront of the printing industry by continued investment in the best 
technology and people, so that it can offer a state of the art service.  For 
example, Hobs’ 3D printing service can produce affordable, high quality 
3D Models from CAD files and will enhance bids, presentations, design 
concepts and marketing materials.  Hobs’ TeamTender services have 
helped clients win new business, which resulted in 70% of clients being 
awarded the contract in 2011.

Email - teamtender@hobsrepro.com       
www.hobsrepro.com
www.hobs3d.com       
t 0207 487 1252

These days, bid teams are stretched to the max, and it’s getting 
tougher to make a real impression when your document lands on the 
evaluator’s desk. 

Imagine if you had a dedicated team of graphic design and print 
experts on hand, to take the full production process from design to 
delivery, and give your bid the edge it needs to be successful? 
Now you have. 

Callprint offers a nationwide bid service for design, printing, binding 
and delivery of your document. With over 20 years’ experience, we 
understand the specific issues facing your bid team. This is why we 
offer 24-hour turnaround, full consultancy, and a flexible, proactive 
and reliable nationwide service. 

We know you need to have a team on hand to respond quickly, 
producing eye-catching, high-quality documents that make your 
proposal stand out from your competitors. Our skilled designers and 
print specialists will work with you from initial concept through to 
final production to give your bid the edge. 

You never get a second chance, to make a first impression. We’ll make 
sure that first impression counts. 

The Bionic Group originated in the film industry in 1995 providing 
cutting edge visual effects, marketing and interactive promotional 
material for the Entertainment Industry and some of the best-
known movies of the last ten years. Pictures such as “Aliens”, 
“Mission: Impossible” 1 and 2, “Lost In Space” and “The Jackal” are 
amongst the many films credited with the excellence of their visual 
effects and which BGL has had a major involvement. 

BrightCarbon is a sales presentation agency. We create sales 
presentations, we run training for sales presenters, and we develop 
online video presentations to use as follow-up.

Hobs Reprographics Ltd is the largest privately owned 
reprographics company in Europe, founded in 1969.  It has 22 
offices across Great Britain and 330 staff, with centres in London, 
Manchester, Birmingham, Bristol, Glasgow, and Liverpool. 

How many times have you spent time, effort and energy on a bid, 
only to leave the design and print process to the last minute? 
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PleaseTech has satisfied customers ranging from small consultancies to 
global organisations and across multiple industry sectors.  Our products 
deliver tangible time savings – proven to gain an extra month or more 
of employee productivity every year. In fact, our clients report savings of 
50% and more in the preparation and review of documents using our 
solutions.

Our flagship product, PleaseReview™, is proven to vastly improve 
the staged colour team review process for the drafting and review 
of proposals prior to final submission.  It is a collaborative review and 
co-authoring tool for Microsoft® Word® and other document types. 
It facilitates simultaneous, secure collaboration on the review of a 
document across the organisation and externally with third parties. In 
addition to its unique collaborative review environment, it offers full 
management and control over the document, comment and change 
reconciliation, comprehensive reporting and is available integrated with 
leading document and content management systems.
For more information: www.pleasetech.com

Create more professional and sophisticated proposals without increasing 
headcount in your Bid or Sales team. Our Microsoft based proposal creation, 
knowledge library and RFP collaboration software has been designed for 
rapid and high end-user adoption. An intuitive web interface gives you 
central access to a library of corporate approved, up-to-date, consistent and 
accurate content that can easily be dragged and dropped into proposals to 
minimise the risk of errors and inaccuracies in your proposals. Our “Suggest 
It” add-on to Word and PowerPoint allows users to nominate good sales 
content for inclusion in your knowledge library. And our RFP collaboration 
features include “point and click” allocation of RFP sections to Subject Matter 
Experts, central tracking of RFP section completion and locking of sections 
for editing. Finally, a dashboard of informative reports highlight most 
frequently used content, most prolific contributors of sales content, and 
where content is being used. 

Qorus Breeze Proposals is available as an on-premises or UK hosted (SaaS) 
solution. Pricing is available on a monthly subscription basis. Visit us at APMP 
for a live demo to see these and more features or visit www.qorusdocs.com 
to book a time for a demo.

Contact: Paul Rollason, UK Country Manager
Tel: +44 7779 080853

•	Leading
•	Inspiring	Change
•	Driving	Sales	Growth

We help businesses across a wide range of industries succeed by 
focusing on the performance required to turn their strategy into 
winning results.

Our work is built around this core principle: That Exceptional 
Performance (“EP”) comes from a combination of superior business 
knowledge, in all
its forms; high level skills; and effective, applicable processes - all 
leveraged, exponentially, by the creation of a mindset that gives you 
the will to succeed. (Knowledge + Skill + Process) x Mindset = EP The 
combination of the will, the skill and way to succeed makes possible 
the achievement of extraordinary outcomes.

Web: http://www.rogensi.com/
Kate.Cazenove@rogensi.com

Businesses choose Qvidian to improve productivity, increase 
sales, and develop accurate, consistent sales documents for 
their customers. On average, Qvidian customers increase their 
win rate by 38% and create proposals 45% faster.

Web: www.qvidian.com

PleaseTech specialises in collaborative document review and 
authoring software solutions designed to transform the key process 
of producing quality proposals and other documents. We go 
beyond simply sharing files - our software offers the unique ability 
to control collaboration within the document.  

Your proposals may be complex, but your software doesn’t need 
to be. Move to an easier way of creating proposals. Move to Qorus 
Breeze Proposals.

RogenSi is the global consultancy for exceptional performance, 
helping leaders and their teams deliver results in three of the 
hardest areas:

Qvidian is a provider of proven software and expertise that 
improves sales effectiveness. We help companies win more 
business by accelerating the production of persuasive 
proposals, RFP responses, presentations, and related 
documents.
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Approach
We’ve been producing winning bids for the world’s best organisations, 
projects and imaginations for nearly 100yrs. We know what it takes and 
that is why we place nearly a century of gained experience fully at your 
disposal.

People
We understand the level of trust placed in our ability to reproduce your 
work. That’s why we have a dedicated bid team skilled in every aspect of 
bid management, production and delivery.

Process
At every stage, through to the final bid itself, we will make sure you have 
everything you need to create the best bid possible. Our expertise in 
the handling of documents, production of print and the management 
of information, gives you total control of every aspect of your ultimate 
objective – to win business.

Web: www.servicepointuk.com

•	 Objective	analysis	of	your	business	winning	processes
•	 Competency	based	analysis	of	staff	performance		
•	 A	range	of	proven	workshops		to	address	skills	deficiencies
•	 Direct	bid	support
•	 Professional	certification	programmes	for	both	bid	and	capture	

management professionals

We enable clients to transform business performance and create winning 
teams by building a sustainable capture capability:
 
•	 We	know	why	capture	is	a	critical	phase	of	the	business	development	

process.
•	 We	can	assess	your	capability	to	capture	business	and	help	you	to	

upgrade your capability, if required.
•	 We	can	work	with	you	to	develop	the	capture	capability	you	need,	so	that	

you efficiently win what you need to win.

Shipley created the Global Professional Certification Program for capture 
managers, offers capture management training and consultancy and 
provides documented best practice guidelines for capturing strategic 
business in a competitive environment in The Shipley Capture Guide.
 
 With offices around the world and with a client win rate of over 82% Shipley 
can support you in a local or global capacity.

+44 (0) 1935 434 333
www.shipleywins.co.uk

With embedded management capabilities such as workflow, built in 
templates, versioning, comparisons and approvals, companies using 
XaitPorter create proposals faster and increase their bid win rate.

XaitPorter streamlines the process, so you can work faster and more 
efficiently. No fussing with formatting and numbering, your expensive 
teams of writers only need to focus on the content. With secure log on 
you can collaborate with colleagues, partners and customers wherever 
they are in the world.

Many of the largest companies in the world use XaitPorter for proposals, 
bids, reports, manuals, governing documents, license round applications 
and other types of documents. 

With XaitPorter you can:
Focus – on the content and your clients’ needs.
Collaborate – across departments and locations.
Create – business critical documents up to 70% faster.
Visit us at www.xait.com/apmp and see what we can do for you. 

The key benefits of VisibleThread are:

a)  45% reduction in time taken to review documents (both your own & 
your customers)

b)  Improved readability of bids & proposals, avoiding common mistakes 
that people often miss when reviewing

c)  Simplifying & speeding-up the process of checking documents for 
compliance (e.g. ISO, DEF-STAN etc)

Come and visit us on our stand at any time during the conference and 
see the benefits VisibleThread can add to your bids & proposals.

Web: www.VisibleThread.com
Email: info@visiblethread.com

Experts, resources, technology and presence… all dedicated to 
the success of your bidAt Service Point, collaborating with your 
organisation to bring together all of the diverse elements that 
make up a successful bid is second nature: juggling the production 
through editions and revisions, printing proofs for intense scrutiny, 
ordering, re-ordering and placing every page in just the right place 
and being there from the very initial meetings to ensure everything 
is exactly as it should be tight to your deadline is why we exist.

Shipley offer unrivalled expertise in supporting organisations at 
every stage of the business winning cycle:

Xait specializes in cloud based document solutions. Our 
collaborative Web authoring tool, XaitPorter, allows several 
contributors to work on the same document at the same time. 

Our customers benefit from improved Win Rate of bids & proposals 
by automating much of the review process. For example, 
VisibleThread can extract requirements from a customer’s 
documents in minutes. VisibleThread has a range of functions 
to save time during the review phase of bidding, often the most 
pressurised stage. It has been designed with bid writers & bid 
managers in mind to overcome common problems and save time. 
VisibleThread can check the consistency of Win Themes, check 
you’re using your customer’s language & find the legal obligations 
in your bid. It does all of these things in a matter of seconds and 
won’t lose concentration near the end of a Red Review!
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09:00-09:15

09:15-09:30

09:30-10:00

10:00-11:30

14:00-15:00

16:45-17:15

Ken Erskine COO
APMP UK
First Timer’s Welcome  
and Introduction

Ken Newland CEO 
APMP UK
CEO Welcome

Alex MacPhail 
Conference facilitator
Energiser!

Caspar Berry
Keynote speaker

Tony Birch
Shipley Limited
Why Capture? - Isn’t it all 
about price!

Scott Keyser &  
Arsim Shillova
Capture planning & 
management: Is it for SMEs?

John de Forte 
deForte Associates
The anatomy of persuasion

Jon Williams
Strategic Proposals
Fifty Shades of Great

Dr Janet Curran
Huthwaite International
Winning the everyday 
negotiation battles

Cynthia C. Hollinsworth 
Siemens
How to WIN BIG in China

Amanda Nuttall
NG Bailey
Setting up a bid 
apprenticeship scheme

Ben Woodley
Telefonica
Case study: End to end 
proposal quality

Beth Wingate  
CEO APMP International 
APMP International update

Martin Kaye   
& Graham Hutchinson  
APMP benefits, 
communications  
and social media

Ken Newland
APMP
Wrap up and Close

Pre dinner drinks (Bar outside Kingfisher Suite)

Black Tie Awards Dinner (Kingfisher Suite)

15:30-16:30 Alex MacPhail
rogenSi
Influencing With Elegance

Simon Morton
Eyeful Presentations Ltd
Pitch Presentations: A Blended 
Approach

Richard Bannon
APMP UK
Achieving Practitioner 
Certification

Fela Hughes
Quadrigal
Centralising Bid Teams for 
fun & profit!

Mark Whitley 
Argiva
Case Study: Delivering 
Collaborative Capture Skills

12:00-13:00

15:00-15:30

16:30-16:45

AFTERNOON BREAK ANd REFRESHMENTS

BREAK

17:15-17:30

19:00-19:30

19:30-24:00

LuNCH13:00-14:00

11:30-12:00 MORNING BREAK ANd REFRESHMENTS

Time Main Room
Kingfisher Suite

Grebe (syndicate) Coot (syndicate) Drake (workshop)
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09:15-09:30

09:30-09:40

09:40-09:45

09:45-11:00

13:30-14:30

16:05-16:20

Ken Newland 
CEO 
APMP UK
First Timers Welcome

Alex MacPhail 
Conference facilitator
Energiser!

Ken Erskine 
UK Chapter CEO for 2014
The year ahead

Sir Clive Woodward
Keynote speaker

David Gollancz
Legal Briefing
Public procurement - rules 
and reality’

Joby Blume
BrightCarbon
Winning Value 
Propositions

Paul Deighton
Shipley Limited
Sustainable Capture

Colleen Jolly 
24 Hour Company
Winning in the  
Dragons Den

Duncan Gowing
Hewlett Packard
Don’t waste your teams 
time - Qualify!

Michael White 
Michael White Consulting
Be careful what you say

Robert S. Katz
Katz Global Strategies
Compelling Solutions thru 
Solutioneering

Bill Foster
Foster Brandt Ltd
Bids after Bronte, Ransome  
& Simenon

Ken Newland
APMP
Wrap up and Close

15:00-16:00 Robert Weaver
G4S Secure Solutions (UK)
Breaking out of the  
sector silo

Dave McCormack
Hobs Reprographics PLC
Innovation and the use of  
3D printing

Richard Houseago 
Thales UK Ltd
Making Lessons Learned 
Work

Hugh Graham 
The Bid Coach Ltd
The laws of physics help 
win more bids

11:30-12:30

14:30-15:00 AFTERNOON BREAK ANd REFRESHMENTS

LuNCH12:30-13:30

11:00-11:30 MORNING BREAK ANd REFRESHMENTS

Time Main Room
Kingfisher Suite

Grebe (syndicate) Coot (syndicate) Drake (workshop)
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After attending this presentation, you will understand why capture is a critical phase of the 
business development process. 

Research shows that companies that have high win rates all invest a significant proportion of 
their business winning budget in the capture phase - i.e. before the RFP is issued.

This presentation will discuss the activities  that are important during the capture phase and 
how they lead to more customer-focused proposals that have a better chance of winning. 
It will explain what you need to elicit from your prospective customer during the capture 
phase – the critical information that will give you a competitive advantage when preparing 
your proposal.

Throughout the talk I will draw upon my first hand experience, especially with the project to 
centralise Document Management into a hub in Barcelona with Hewlett-Packard. What went 
right. What went wrong. I’ll end with summarising conclusions and key learning points.

A credible track record and an appropriate solution: these are likely to be important 
ingredients in any bid, yet they won’t on their own make your proposal persuasive. John 
will discuss the elements that need to be present in order to convince evaluators that your 
answer is worth a high mark – and to overcome their natural scepticism about your claims. 
He will introduce the four ‘bases’ that comprise a rounded argument - and how they can be 
integrated to produce a compelling answer. 

Participants will be invited to analyse some sample text and, using a simple framework, 
identify the gaps in the proposition. The group will discuss how the material could be 
enhanced and restructured to maximise impact and achieve the best possible score.

After attending this presentation, participants will understand the 
importance of the capture phase of business development - and how 
doing it well will help them improve their win rate.

Gut feel may tell you that the message is unconvincing, but it may be 
hard to put your finger on the reason. Introducing a simple framework 
to help you ensure your proposals are persuasive.

Why capture? - isn’t it all about price!

The anatomy of persuasion

Tony Birch (Shipley Limited)

John de Forte (deForte Associates)
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This talk will focus on the situation bid managers often find themselves in - when they need 
to push back against a request. How can bid managers challenge colleagues and customers 
in a way that is collaborative and constructive? Which behaviours enable bid managers to say 
no, yet still reach agreement with another party - whether internal or external?

The presentation will look at creative ways in which bid managers can trade various options 
in order to reach an outcome that is workable and acceptable to both sides. It will also focus 
on the behaviours which enable bid managers to build a climate of trust with other parts of 
the business and convey the value of what they do. All of the behavioural input will be based 
on Huthwaite’s research into effective negotiation

Amanda’s story is an inspiration to anyone contemplating how to attract and develop youth 
talent in the field of bid & proposal management. This informative talk explains how NG 
Bailey working with training organisations and APMP, successfully implemented the UK’s first 
bid and proposal apprenticeship scheme.

Bid professionals engage in negotiations of one kind or another everyday: 
with internal colleagues as well as customers and prospects. Understand 
the processes and behaviours that achieve win-win outcomes.

How to attract and nurture young talent for your 
bid & proposal organisation.  

Winning the everyday negotiation battles

Setting up a bid apprenticeship scheme 

dr Janet Curran (Huthwaite International)

Amanda Nuttall (NG Bailey)
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‘Capture planning’ and ’capture management’ are well known terms in the US, but less so 
in Europe. The terms refer to capturing key client intelligence, defining a win strategy and 
influencing the client decision-makers as a prelude to building a winning proposal. This 
process comprises four stages that enable a bidder to respond more effectively to a proposal 
opportunity. But how can SMEs adapt this to their needs?

This talk consists of two parts: 
Part 1 examines the four capture planning stages and their importance in producing a winning 
bid, as well as exploring realistic options for how smaller organisations might apply the process. 

Part 2 looks at how to convert that client intelligence into a persuasive proposal - ie how to 
structure the document for maximum clarity and impact; include compelling content; and use 
language to excite the client and persuade them to appoint you.

Using a parody of a certain book, two proposal masters will offer fifty proposal essentials that 
will allow you to submit your proposals without fear. Whether you are a proposal virgin or 
a proposal master, this entertaining – and somewhat risqué - session will provide you with 
practical, easy to apply tips to test and improve your proposal capabilities.

Presented to great acclaim at this year’s APMP worldwide conference (“Hilarious, 
embarrassing, and insightful all at once!”; “I love how they tied a ‘risky’ and engaging topic to 
proposal essentials!”) - the proposal version of “Fifty shades” now hits the UK. 

Is capture planning and management just a game for the big boys - 
or can it be simplified and applied by SMEs to boost their chances of 
winning bids?

Is proposal development a pleasure - or is it painful for you? Are 
your proposals compelling, creative and dynamic - or merely grey? 
Does your organisation take a disciplined approach to proposal 
development - or does your team need to be whipped into shape? 

Capture planning & management: is it for SMEs?

Fifty Shades of Great

Scott Keyser & Arsim Shillova

Jon Williams (Strategic Proposals)
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How will our bid be evaluated?
Cultural do’s and don’ts in China -
Guanxi (relationships), Mianzi (face) and the practice of Confucius. How do they relate to 
business and influence your success or failure? 

Business meeting etiquette – e.g. body language, business cards, giving gifts.
Should I shake hands with my Chinese customer? If my Chinese customer nods, what 
does it mean?

Key contract topics in Asia - how do we overcoming legal obstacles? What about 
language? What can we cover in the contract? Can we use templates? Are Asian 
customers becoming Westernised? How do we get paid?

This case study examines how Telefónica 
approached proposal quality improvement in a fast 
moving proposal environment.

Telefónica’s leveraged sales support model is lean 
with bid managers taking the lead on all aspects 
of offer preparation, including contracts. Short 
response cycles means there is little time or scope 
for ‘pens down’ team reviews in dispersed, often 
international, pursuit teams.
The presenters will show how Telefónica created an 
approach that:

•	 is	scalable	and	light	touch
•		 keeps	the	bid	managers	in	control
•		 uses	best	practices	from	project	management
•		 monitors	quality	end-to-end	from	win	plan	to	

finished offer
•	 is	supported	by	simple	tools	and	checklists
•		 does	not	depend	on	colour	team	reviews.

They will describe how they put this into practice 
and share their experience in introducing the 
new approach. This will include the pitfalls they 
encountered and how they overcame them, 
and hints on establishing success criteria for 
implementation.

How to be successful in winning mega deals.
Understand cultural do’s and don’ts. Gain knowledge of 
key topics in Asian contracts. Ensure you get paid

Proposal quality has to be built in, not added on.
How Telefónica’s proposal teams used quality approaches learned from 
project management to improve the winning quality of their proposals.

How to win BIG in China

Case study: End to end proposal quality

Cynthia C. Hollinsworth  (Siemens)

Ben Woodley  ( Telefonica)
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Influencing With Elegance will provide not only a deeper understanding of how to persuade 
people, but also some hints and tips on how to implement the skills, strategies and qualities 
for best effect.
 
Following this session we expect participates would:
•	 Be	more	confident	when	influencing	at	senior	levels
•		 Have	a	wider	range	of	skills	and	strategies	to	influence	key	stakeholders
•	 Structure	and	deliver	information	more	persuasively.

Simon will introduce the audience to the theory and practice of blended presenting - a proven 
method of ensuring audience engagement by using different delivery tools. In the competitive 
pitch scenario, this method enables a business to convey key messages such as ROI, 
operational excellence and cost value analysis whilst developing a lasting audience rapport. 
This style of interaction provides the perfect platform to introduce new technologies in a way 
that enhances your pitch presentation. It also lends itself perfectly to the group pitch, allowing 
each member of the team to play their part in a natural and high impact way.

The session will take you through positive and proactive ways to use technology, at the same 
time – and possibly more importantly - highlighting the pitfalls. Simon’s friendly approach 
and easy to understand delivery style makes his seminar sessions enjoyable - he inspires his 
audience into changing their presentation style, and expectations, forever.

Adopting effective influencing skills can improve your interactions 
with peers, stakeholders and customers, learn how!

Every business needs its pitch to stand out. Using modern technology 
and delivery requires a delicate balance. Making the most of 
innovation without overshadowing your message is crucial.

Influencing with Elegance

Pitch presentations: a blended approach

Alex MacPhail (rogenSi)

Simon Morton  (Eyeful Presentations Ltd)
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In many companies bids are produced by a variety 
of people - with different roles following different 
processes in different departments, often at 
different locations. In this talk Fela will cover:

•	 The	variety	of	bid	team	structures	that	typically	
exists in companies.

•	 The	pros	and	cons	of	each	structure.
•	 The	pros	and	cons	of	bringing	everyone	

involved in producing bids into one team, both 
virtually and physically.

•	 The	steps	and	actions	necessary	to	successfully	
implement the project: technology, training, 
communication, buy-in.

•	 How	to	integrate	into	existing	bid	teams	and	
processes.

•	 The	risks	and	key	factors	for	success.

He will draw on his first hand experience, with 
particular reference to the project to centralise 
document management in Hewlett-Packard. 
What went right; what went wrong; and what the 
conclusions were.

In 2010, Arqiva embarked on an ambitious training plan to up-skill their business winning teams to 
improve their ability to win strategic business. Arqiva needed their bid teams to embrace a new, best 
practice approach to opportunity capture to support complex bids, competitive dialogue and preparation 
of effective written proposals.

The approach made coaching and training an intrinsic part of the capture phase aimed at specific 
customer opportunities. This has delivered success by winning opportunities and, as importantly, created 
a sustainable internal capture capability and development framework.

Mark Whitley will explain how this innovative approach to implementing capture practices was planned, 
achieved and measured.

Find out the pros & cons of centralised bid teams and gain valuable 
insights into how to actually deliver them without your colleagues and 
customers hating you - and you losing your mind and job.

How Arqiva used up-skilling of multi-disciplinary capture teams to win 
business transforming opportunities and deliver a sustainable capacity 
to win good business

Centralising bid teams for fun & profit! 

delivering collaborative capture skills

Fela Hughes  (Quadrigal)

Mark Whitley  (Arqiva)
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This session will introduce you to the benefits of APMP membership, explain the content 
and differences between the US and UK websites and give details of the communication 
methods we use to keep in contact with you.

During this interactive session, we welcome your feedback on whether we are getting this 
right and if there is a better way of keeping in touch.

Ensure you maximise membership benefits and information resources 
available at your disposal.

APMP benefits, communications and social media
Graham Hutchinson & Martin Kaye
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ServicePoint
SErVICEPOInTUK.COM  |  0330 119 1111 |  contact@servicepointuk.com

through print, media and professional services -
service point rationalises and simplifies how
organisations interact with the production and flow
of their documentation, information and graphics.
presentational and creative solutions delivered via
a national and international print network that
gives exceptional quality, efficiencies and
advantage to those we support.

Our holistic approach to Bid Services, embracing
strategic partnerships, helps those we serve to be more
effective in developing and winning business with
presentational services specifically created for the
bid/tendering process that include:

• Creative Bid Design – including desk top
publishing, formatting, copy writing & proofing

• Interactive CD’s

• 3D Visualisation

• Specialist Photography

• 3D Print/Models

• Bespoke Presentation Packaging - including:
paper over board/acrylic/metallic folders, slip
cases, boxes with foam inserts, printed tab
dividers, LCD/iPad screens and CD/DVD cases to
give submissions the unique visual
impact/competitive edge the content demands.

• Bid Teams across the UK - a dedicated bid team
skilled in every aspect of file formats/packaging
and bid production available 24/7.

• Bid Suites across the UK - meeting rooms
offering secure use by Bid Teams in the final
stages of consolidating all the submission
components. Ensures latest file versions and
bespoke packaging produced to exact
requirement. Acts as key resource in 
meeting deadlines.

print, media and professional services

APMP-2013_Layout 1  30/09/2013  22:30  Page 1
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Completion of the practitioner PPAQ can 
seem a daunting task. Richard presents 
some of the APMP tools, tips and support 
available in setting out to achieve the 
next level of certification, which has just 
been refreshed.

This presentation will provide you with 
a clear plan towards completion of 
your PPAQ and achieving practitioner 
certification. It will show the essential 

steps required and methods of achieving 
the next level.

The session will cover: 
Getting Started: overview of APMP 
certification, including current and future 
plans of APMP. 

Why do the practitioner course? The 
business case; the practitioner process 
(PPAQ, reference, costs and timing); 

support from APMP website.

Taking the first steps: on-line tutorial; 
quick start workshops; finding a mentor; 
doing a self assessment; how to shape 
your answers, (with examples).

Finishing strongly: filling the gaps (where 
more experience is needed); completion 
workshops; working with your mentor 
for “right first time” success.

Presenting the refresh for the PPAQ. How to maximise the probability 
of achieving certification at the next level. 

Achieving practitioner certification
Richard Bannon (APMP UK)

Universal Live are a technical event solutions company 
providing a single source of technical provision to the 
live event industry.

We help you to motivate, congratulate, inspire, celebrate with and communicate 
with your audience.

We are a single source of creative technical production for the live event industry.

We are experts in all disciplines of live event technical production; sound, light, 
vision, stage, power and media.

We o�er a complete support service from conception through 
to delivery of any event.

We o�er fantastic value for money. 

We are an outstanding team of people who care passionately 
about what we do, right down to the last detail. 

Our team are adventurous and willing to try new 
things.

We’re honest and trustworthy.

We have spent millions of pounds on state of the art 
equipment and continually invest in our people.

National approach, international experience.

www.universal-live.com
Call us on 01274 200292
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The fundamental obligations in practice: Equal 
treatment, transparency and proportionality
•			 Where	authorities	go	wrong,	and	what	you	

can do about it short of a legal challenge
•		 When	and	how	to	challenge:	time	limits	

and the standstill period
•			 Risks	and	rewards:	assessing	whether	a	

challenge is worthwhile
 
How do the legal obligations placed on 
contracting authorities work in practice, 
particularly in relation to the choice of 
evaluation criteria and the way tenders are 
assessed?
 

What are the most common flaws in 
procurements?  Can a tenderer do anything 
about them without going to court?
 
The time limits for procurement challenges 
are extremely short and rigorously enforced.  
The talk will review the legislation and case 
law and explain what they mean in practice.
 
It is often difficult to know whether to make 
a challenge, even if the legal grounds are 
clear (they rarely are).  If it succeeds, will a 
worthwhile remedy be available?  Will a 
challenge damage future relations with the 
contracting authority or other authorities?

Capture could be described as positioning to win before the RFP. The essence of Sustainable 
capture is embedding that positioning into the very fabric of the organisation - eliminating 
reliance on individual heroics, luck or both.

This presentation will introduce the BD-CMM 2.0’s approach to sustainable capture.  Released 
in 2013, the APMP owned and authorised BDCMM 2.0 builds on a decade of research, 
benchmarking and practical experience to create the definitive template for sales and 
bidding excellence. 

Paul will discuss the eight BDCMM 2.0 sustainability factors involved in transforming an 
organisation from one which routinely responds to unexpected customer requirements to 
one which helps to define those requirements - with the full support and collaboration of 
the wider organisation.

What contracting authorities have to do, and what 
to do when they don’t. 

After attending this presentation, participants will have an insight into 
how some of the world’s leading companies have built a sustainable 
rather than a transient capture capability.

Public procurement - rules and reality

Sustainable capture

david Gollancz  (Legal Briefing)

Paul deighton (Shipley Limited)
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You will hear results from Duncan’s survey of APMP UK members to identify the most 
important elements of qualification that really reflect win chances, and will be able to share 
your own experience and to hear that of others.

The session includes sight of various bid qualification tools, and an opportunity for delegates, 
working in small teams, to qualify and re-qualify an example sales opportunity. The outcomes 
will be shared with the whole group, enabling attendees to learn from each other and 
providing the opportunity to identify new aspects of qualification that will be valuable for 
your own work.

Introducing solutioneering - the most innovative approach to crafting on-target 
proposal solutions.
Solutioneering is a suite of well-established engineering methodologies which include 
rigorous tools and techniques to construct robust proposal solutions.

These can help us to differentiate ourselves in our technical and management submissions.  
Through methodically disciplined, interactive facilitation, we can engage clients and 
stakeholders to create optimal processes, products, and architectures.

To do more with less, we must get it right the first time. We spend countless hours on covers, 
timelines, resumes, and prices.  However, we often pay less attention to the heart of our 
offering - the solution. 
Solutioneering will change that.

Don’t waste time bidding if you have no real chance of winning – obvious 
but not always easy! Hear results from an APMP membership survey on 
qualification and learn through an interactive exercise.

Solutioneering: a radical way to learn to live and breathe the customer. 
A suite of disciplined solution engineering approaches which guide us 
in developing winning proposals using proven intelligence community 
analysis methods.

don’t waste your team’s time - qualify!

Compelling solutions through solutioneering

duncan Gowing  (Hewlett-Packard)

Robert S. Katz  (Katz Global Strategies)
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One of the most critical aspects of any bid is the value positioning that you offer the 
prospect. From the outset of your bid process, you need to identify the client’s explicit and 
implicit needs, assess the competitive landscape, and come up with the best possible answer 
to the question: why us? 

This session examines the components of an effective value proposition, provides a 
straightforward process to help you craft yours, and then shows you how to weave it into all 
aspects of communication so that your bid is shaped by winning themes.

The session will also explore the way in which you present your value proposition at the 
end of the process, to ensure that during those final moments you can clearly articulate the 
reasons why your prospects should select you. 

It will also reveal how bid teams should answer questions and engage in dialogue with the 
audience - ensuring you capitalise on your capture strategy and get the right result.

Pitches and presentations often take too much time, cost too much money, and put 
excessive pressure on authors and presenters. In this interactive workshop, we learn the 
top seven secrets experts use to save money and time, lower stress, and deliver winning 
pitches. Use these seven secrets to make clear outlines, choose compelling content, develop 
unforgettable slides, and present it in a way that ensures success without breaking the bank. 

Get answers to your biggest presentation questions when we divide into groups and 
compete to win for best pitch - just like on Dragon’s Den! Guarantee future success by 
attending this fast-paced, fun and educational workshop.

Create compelling and persuasive value propositions that articulate 
why your prospect should choose you. Use these to structure your bid 
communication and pitch.

Top seven secrets for winning oral proposals

Winning value propositions

Winning in the dragons’ den

Joby Blume (BrightCarbon)

Colleen Jolly (24 Hour Company)
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This talk focuses on the commercial importance to the bid of a robust and systematic 
approach to capturing and assessing your assumptions - ensuring dependencies on the 
customer are fully understood and effectively communicated to them. It also stresses the 
importance of understanding the commitments which you make in your proposal and 
ensuring they are captured in the cost base.

Often changes are made prior to submission as part of price to win activity. It is important 
that such changes are communicated across the team to ensure the proposal is accurately 
costed  - and you are not committing to do something which hasn’t been costed.

Those working on modern £multi-million 
proposals have much to learn from the way 
ideas are presented in literary classics. 

Bill will suggest that once you start filtering 
approaches in anything that you read, see, or 
hear (a tube advert, radio piece, or TV show) 
you are well on the way to significantly more 
engaging bids.

This interactive, discussion-based session 
explores ideas and text for bids at multiple 
levels, from three authors: 

•	 the	series	and	the	book	(Arthur	Ransome);
•	 the	book	and	the	chapter	(Anne	Brontë);	

and
•	 the	page,	paragraph	and	sentence	

(Georges Simenon). 

Why are Simenon’s Maigret crime novels 
significantly shorter than all those of his 
peers? (It brought him a considerable 
fortune to enjoy beside a lake in Switzerland, 
but rarely, it seems, a call from a bid director 
saying ‘there’s not enough in Chapter 3’!) 
And	was	Anne	Brontë	the	world’s	first	and	
best exponent of the storyboard and/or bid 
skeleton?

Ensuring that bid teams accurately capture assumptions associated 
with their bid and customer dependencies in delivering the solution. 
Ensuring commitments are costed.

Would-be writers are often told to read widely before picking up a 
pen. Bill Foster believes proposals also benefit from such scrutiny and 
often uses classics in storyboard and wider training.

Be careful what you say

Bids after Brontë, Ransome & Simenon

Michael White (Michael White Consulting)

Bill Foster (Foster Brandt Ltd)
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Bid Management is a professional discipline: a specialised branch of project management.
It should, therefore, be a sector-neutral skill - or should it? 

Illustrating his talk with examples of job advertisements that stress experience in a given 
sector, Robert will draw comparisons with other disciplines. When did you last see a vacancy 
for a rail industry accountant? 

Although sector knowledge is never a bad thing, part of the bid manager’s role is to be 
objective - reflecting customer priorities and challenging complacency.

Drawing on experience from his own career  -  having often been appointed to bid roles 
without sector experience – Robert will offer tips and suggestions on how bid professionals 
can break out of the sector silo and start afresh in a new industry.

The presentation will look at how 3D models have become a key factor in presentations 
depicting anything from a room layout to a complete stadium designs.

Dave will demonstrate how laser scanning can be incorporated into the bidding arena, 
cutting costs further down the line by eliminating inaccurate data. He will discuss how 
accurate and relevant material can aid and improve presentations and submissions. 

The presentation will touch on augmented reality and holographic printing, and offer a 
glimpse of future technologies. 

A personal perspective on the status of the profession of bid 
management. This entertaining talk will consider the question of 
whether subject matter expertise is a necessity for bid managers.

How we can use the 3D world in the production of models. Point 
cloud scanning technologies and other innovative solutions to 
enhance bid offerings

Breaking out of the sector silo

Innovation and the use of 3d printing

Robert Weaver (G4S Secure Solutions)

dave McCormack (Hobs Reprographics PLC)
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Most companies mandate that their bid teams conduct lessons learned activity 
after the bid. This talk explores the ways that this can be improved and it looks at 
ways in which the output can be used to make bid teams more effective. 

It looks at the reasons why errors are often repeated, even after they have been 
identified in lessons learned sessions. 

It goes on to discuss the ways that organisations can build on the lessons learned 
and create more effective bid teams.

The universe is governed by fundamental laws that dictate everything. Many of the greatest minds 
in history have been preoccupied with understanding these laws.

Since we are an integral part of the universe, are we and everything we do bound by the same laws? 

Hugh will look at several of the universal laws, how they are relevant to effective communication 
and the role they can play in helping to make bid campaigns successful. 

Universal laws such as: the law of cause and effect; the law of relativity; the law of transmutation. 
Hugh will also refer to Pythagoras, and Archimedes’ theorem of displacement.

The key conclusion will be that obeying the universal laws is critical to ensuring effective 
communication.

Improving the performance of bid teams 
with lessons learned activity

•	Communication	obeys	the	fundamental	laws	of	the	universe
•	Why	face	to	face	communications	are	so	important	in	this	high	tech	age
•	The	role	of	rapport,	trust	&	credibility	in	decision	making

Making lessons learned work 

How the laws of physics can help you win more bids

Richard Houseago ( Thales UK Ltd)

Hugh Graham ( The Bid Coach Ltd)
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Back in 2010 (when I was previously CEO) 
the Board agreed our top three priorities as:
•	 Growth	in	our	membership	nationally
•	 Creating	a	sound	financial	footing	for	the	

Association
•	 Improving	our	relationship	with	the	wider	

APMP

To achieve these goals we shrank the Board 
to achieve maximum focus in the targeted 
areas. Nic Adams and Ken Newland used 
their subsequent tenures to continue this 
path, and have additionally led the Board to:
•	 Achieve	award	winning	international	

recognition
•	 Re-brand	the	UK	Chapter
•	 Develop	Marketing/PR	and	Education	

portfolios
•	 Achieve	a	significant	accolade	through	

Nic Adams’ appointment as the APMP’s 
International Director.

Now the question is... What next? Obviously 
the Board needs to keep doing and 
developing the ‘good stuff’, but also needs to 
take steps to ensure leadership sustainability 
through robust succession planning. The 
reduced size Board introduced in 2010 
achieved its initial goals, but has resulted 
in a reduced pool of eligible leadership 
candidates, hence your déjà vu. 

For the foreseeable future the Chapter 
remains dependant on the goodwill of 
volunteers who are passionate about the 
world of bidding, and are prepared to give 

freely their time and 
specialist expertise. I 
would ask you all to 
consider if the time is 
right for you to give something back.   
Please speak to me, or any member of 
the Board, if you feel you have something 
beneficial to offer.

This summer we achieved the milestone 
of 1000 members nationally. This level of 
membership raises new challenges and 
dilemmas for the Chapter leadership. 
We also recognise that an appropriate 
level of transparency is required for Board 
appointments, portfolios and decision 
making. I commit to reviewing this and re-
assessing the robustness of our governance 
in conjunction with your Board.

Lastly I ask for your support and respectfully 
request your understanding that the 
leadership team are volunteers, who 
also have their own day jobs. If you see 
something you think they could be doing 
better, then offer assistance rather than 
criticism. Your Board commit to meeting 
the Association’s objectives to define and 
support best practise; please join us for a 
fulfilling journey.

Ken Erskine

Chief Operating Officer

Those APMP members who have been around for 
a while may be getting a sense of déjà vu at my 
reappearance. I will touch on the reasons for this later, 
but first a trip down memory lane

CO O  -  K E N  E R S K I N E
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Benchmarking 
independent assessment of proposal quality

Training and coaching 
developing and enhancing proposal skills

Proposal management 
expert support on specific opportunities

Capability improvement
implementing winning 

processes and tools

Proposal 
experts

Contact us today to see how we can helpProposal Essentials
the must-read book for all salespeople 

and proposal contributors
- FREE for all conference delegates

Email: info@strategicproposals.com    
www.strategicproposals.com Follow us on
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By sponsoring APMP UK, Ricoh promotes best practice of bids, proposals and business acquisition.

For more information on Ricoh service offerings or a career within our successful Bid Team,  
please contact:

Laurence Greenhow
laurence.greenhow@ricoh.co.uk

Ideas that  
drive change

ricoh.co.uk


